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About This Game

Nothing! - This is a philosophical visual novell that poses the most important question and gives the answer.
Not everyone can complete this game. Few can.

But if you can get through ...
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Title: Nothing!
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie
Developer:
empty studios
Publisher:
empty studios
Release Date: 14 Mar, 2019

 7ad7b8b382 

Minimum:

OS: xp

Processor: 1.2 GHz

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: any

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 60 MB available space

Sound Card: any

English
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Great Game
Great Outcome
Great waste of money
Great reminder to tell you that you don't have any friends and no one loves you
Also,sideways for attention and downwards for results :). For a game that seems to think it self intellectualz, the grammar could
use, well, grammar school.. Good for your depression.
recommended 10\/10!. Great Game
Great Outcome
Great waste of money
Great reminder to tell you that you don't have any friends and no one loves you
Also,sideways for attention and downwards for results :). Your right to give this a negative review. Yes you proved a point with
this philosophical game. I hope all the money that you earn goes to a worthy cause as it would not make you any different from
Steam.

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=mAOOgLtKoL8
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exactly what i wanted. exactly what i wanted. Your right to give this a negative review. Yes you proved a point with this
philosophical game. I hope all the money that you earn goes to a worthy cause as it would not make you any different from
Steam.

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=mAOOgLtKoL8. For a game that seems to think it self intellectualz, the grammar could
use, well, grammar school.. Good for your depression.
recommended 10\/10!. ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...

short and sweet(?) it truly does live up to its name, except a little bit of text and a lot of dots. ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...

short and sweet(?) it truly does live up to its name, except a little bit of text and a lot of dots. This is what happens when you try
too hard to be intellectual and self-aware. Many games try the same, but only a few can fail this bad and result in such a
laughable project. Really hoping whoever made this makes good use of the profit, maybe buying a dictionary or two because
holy sh\u1d09t what a poor grammar this game has. Calling this joke that went too far a "game" is a compliment at this point,
must be why somehow it managed to shine between smaller youtubers. Personally, I can't help but imagine that the developer is
trolling and only made the spelling mistakes on purpose just to get a good laugh in the background. By the time you're reading
this review I already refunded, don't buy this waste of time.. This is what happens when you try too hard to be intellectual and
self-aware. Many games try the same, but only a few can fail this bad and result in such a laughable project. Really hoping
whoever made this makes good use of the profit, maybe buying a dictionary or two because holy sh\u1d09t what a poor
grammar this game has. Calling this joke that went too far a "game" is a compliment at this point, must be why somehow it
managed to shine between smaller youtubers. Personally, I can't help but imagine that the developer is trolling and only made
the spelling mistakes on purpose just to get a good laugh in the background. By the time you're reading this review I already
refunded, don't buy this waste of time.

free add-on:
What could be better than Nothing?
Only free add-on that adds nothing to the game!
https://store.steampowered.com/app/1071051/Nothing__Blank/
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